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An Exhibition of
Collective Artworks

Kate Hype
A Painter

Gabi Laura
Brandon Oldenburg 

Come Buy 
Some Art

Available for purchase
yesterday.

Exhibition 01/28-02/17

LAST CHANCE

No. 4
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Kate Hype
@Kate_hype_works
Etsy.com/shop/katehypeworks

Kate Hype is a Houston based artist
originally from the hill country of
Texas. Kate’s artwork celebrates
positivity using a 90’s nostalgia

inspired color palette. She promotes
being yourself, even if it means being

awkward and nonconforming like
herself. Kate’s works include self

portraits, mouths and western, folk
art and crafts. You can follow Kate on

instagram and Facebook
@kate_hype_works to catch markets
dates and local venues to purchase
her work. This Collective exhibit is

Kate’s first one person show.



for sizes or to purchase
info@thecollectiveartspace.com
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A Painter
@crownedheadsoftx

A Painter is a Donut Park
based artist. With her lively,
woodland creature, “dare to

be” style art, A creates
exploratory conversations
that explore creativity. She

typically depicts things that
aren’t, and shouldn’t be.

She is for outlawing
laughter.

For more information on her
work, good luck. We’re

praying near you.



for sizes or to purchase
info@thecollectiveartspace.com
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Gabi Lara
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Brandon
Oldenburg

“Aerozine 50, Marlboros and RC Cola”, by artist
Brandon Oldenburg, is a 12 canvas acrylic work
that captures the essence of the calm, cool and

highly capable people at NASA’s Mission Control in
Houston during the nervous excitement of the

Apollo era.

“Aerozine 50, Marlboros and RC Cola’s 12 canvases
show a mostly blue and green Mission Control

view of what helps make rocket fly - people,
monitor screens - some blank, others filled with

rockets and astronauts, headsets for easy listening
and talking, telephones ready for operators, and
many and various meters, switches and buttons. 

In and among the important and significant
rocket flying equipment is the everyday stuff that
also help rockets fly - a pair of eye glasses, cups of

coffee, a can of cola, and a pack of cigarettes, a
pipe, and an ashtray. 

Brandon’s weaving of the important and the
everyday makes for a work of art that is fluent in

masterful storytelling.



for sizes or to purchase
info@thecollectiveartspace.com



                                                   is a monthly ham-made 
                                                          publication or zeen
(sometimes spelled “zine”). We, The Collective, make
this zeen to delight ourselves and share the pulse of  
The Collective.  Kim Martin (name drop #1) says The
Collective is soon to be “the coolest spot in East Harris
County”. Thanks Kim. And now that our side-hatch
doors have been open for 3 whole moon cycles, we
are beginning to feel Kim’s prophesy coming true.
Really, we are a swell little place up on the north end
of town -- a breath of fresh air in an otherwise highly
polluted breathscape. We, the art space, exhibit local
artists in the gallery and local musicans on weekends
when we turn into an amazingly tiny listening room.
We, the zeen, are here to get the word out about  
local creatives and all upcoming events at The
Collective, located at 214 Center Street in Deer Park,
Texas. 
Follow the socials for more information.
@collectiveartspacehtx

Thank you 
for supporting 
local art, music, and life.

About our Knewz Lettr



Attic Rats

Joey

Dean

Sammy
Frank



HiHiHelloHello Meet
the

Team
Ashleigh Painter

Artist, musician, dreamer of dreams.

Projects include The Crowned Heads of

Texas, The Collective, & a small human

named Henry.

Ig: @thecrownedheadsoftx

Editor-in-Chafe | Gallery Owner

Danny Painter

Keeper of the grounds, land and bean.

Hobbies include stacking things, song

writing, and picture taking & painting. 

Groundz Keepr | Gallery Owner
Brock Wilson 

Local musician, artist, and maker

whose background includes

finding other passionate,

community-minded artists. 

Ig: @theoriginalmusicpodcast

Gallery Owner
Michelle Wilson

Higher Ed Leadership Consultant,

Entertaining Wife, Amused Mom, Chief

Cousin in Charge, On and Off Baker, News

Addict, and Writer 
Owner of La Vida Consulting

Ig: @doctora_wilson12Gallery Owner



BIG thanks to Yvette Orosco from 
The Houston Chronicle for the lovely
article about our little space. 

The decor inside the Collective Art Space in
Deer Park is a stark contrast to its neighbor,

the Pemex refinery across the street. 

The decorative walls, art pieces and overall creative vibe
has added some color and whimsy to the more familiar

backdrop along Highway 225 since opening in July. 

Scan for the 
full article at 

houstonchronicle.com
Art is a
breath of
fresh air,
even among
the
refineries.



DONATE!
With a donation, you bring art,

music, and life to our community.
Thank you for supporting local art. 

Venmo & paypal:
@collectiveartspacehtx

SU
GGESTED

D
ONATION



214 CENTER STREET
DEER PARK, TEXAS

WWW.THECOLLECTIVEARTSPACE.COM

Fill yer eyes and ears with
good cheer! 


